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ABOUT THE COLLECTION

Homeland is an endearing part of Sicovecas’ identity.

As an artist born and raised in Yogyakarta, Sicovecas has 

created this series to break down his representation of home 

and narrates it in five different art pieces. These are the 

five elements that he believes have energized his creative 

transformations into his present form: the childhood habits, the 

painting routines, the beaches, countryside and the mountains. 

As a whole, they make up that feeling – his feeling – of

being home.

In sharing Sicovecas’ story and definition of home, Sulla Home 

takes on a journey together with the artist himself in realising 

the five different homes he embodies as art pieces in a form 

of rug. Now, you can experience pieces of volcanic slope, 

palm trees on the riverside, blowing of the wind, calm and chill 

beaches, and a mother’s garden, in each corner of your own 

homes.



Chillwave in Multicolor, Palmshade, Gardenburst in Gold





ABOUT SICOVECAS

SICOVECAS is a Yogyakartan mural and graffiti artist who 

found his identity as ‘As I See’ (SIC) in 2006. His pieces play 

with elements of water, jugs and wild plants, representing his 

experience of growing up in Jogja -- a city known for being 

colourful and full of overlap but somehow still in harmony. His 

characteristic abstract patterns reflect the movement and the 

energy of his hometown. 

Perpetually dissatisfied, SIC pushes himself to experiment 

with different mediums and textures in his art, looking to find 

the essence of something rather than creating high detailed 

pieces. For him, his works and the creative process are about 

presenting the sensitivity in the wonky and the human.
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Gardenburst in Multicolor



Springtide



Chillwave in Multicolor



Windblown



Chillwave in Gold



Gardenburst in Gold



Gardenburst in Blue



Chillwave in Blue
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

DESCRIPTION To be born among the mountains and volcanoes, 
Sicovecas wanders from slope to slope and to the 
edge of the river as his favourite pasttime. Vast fields, 
wildflowers growing in between volcanic stones, brisk 
mountain fogs – this is the closest home he runs to, 
away from the hustle and bustle of the city.

MATERIAL 100% Acrylic Wool

SIZE 67x91cm

INFO Original artwork by Sicovecas, hand-tufted and

hand-carved in Indonesia.

PRICE IDR 1,550,000

Springtide



PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

DESCRIPTION Graffiti is defined as the act of drawing on someone 
else’s property without permission and this act holds 
a happy spot in Sicovecas’ heart. Graffiti to Sicovecas 
is drawing freely on an empty house as his canvas 
while the wind blows and accompanies him during his 
meditative state of painting.

MATERIAL 100% Acrylic Wool

SIZE 64x93cm

INFO Original artwork by Sicovecas, hand-tufted and

hand-carved in Indonesia.

PRICE IDR 1,550,000

Windblown



PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

DESCRIPTION From rice fields, mountains and rivers, to alleyways, 
pavements and walls upon walls, Sicovecas never 
sways from his identity as a village boy at heart. 
No matter how far he is from his childhood village 
and how much the village changes, what he sees 
is everlasting – wild palm trees growing along the 
riverside providing absolute tranquillity, with a breeze 
caressing the bowing stems of the rice field.

MATERIAL 100% Acrylic Wool

SIZE 64x93cm

INFO Original artwork by Sicovecas, hand-tufted and

hand-carved in Indonesia.

PRICE IDR 1,550,000

Palmshade



PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

MULTICOLOR BLUEGOLD

Gardenburst
DESCRIPTION In portraying a home, Sicovecas thinks back to his 

mum’s garden – the picture of home where Sicovecas 
was born and raised. Her attentive way of watering the 
plants every afternoon holds an emotional attachment 
for Sicovecas. Now, his mum’s garden flourishes 
abundantly and healthily. From her creativity to his.

MATERIAL 100% Acrylic Wool

SIZE 100x155cm

INFO Original artwork by Sicovecas, hand-tufted and

hand-carved in Indonesia.

PRICE IDR 3,650,000



PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

MULTICOLOR BLUEGOLD

Chillwave
DESCRIPTION In a city bordered by beaches, water is an element 

deeply rooted in Sicovecas’ creative ideation. He is 
drawn by the characteristics of water and embodies 
the flow visually by including subtle hints of water in all 
his pieces. Chillwave reflects that moment of being at 
the beach – the calm feeling as if watching the world 
stops for a second, where everyone pauses to silently 
embrace it.

MATERIAL 100% Acrylic Wool

SIZE 160x234cm

INFO Original artwork by Sicovecas, hand-tufted and

hand-carved in Indonesia.

PRICE IDR 8,650,000
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To order, go to our website or our Tokopedia page.

If you have anything in mind, inquires, collaboration, or 
really, anything!

Please do say hi and let’s chat.

+62 877 0566 5000
shop@sullahome.com

shop@sullahome.com
www.sullahome.com


